Project Sign Rule

Corey Newton, P.E.
Site and Building Division Manager
Thank You!

GOALS:

• Development consistent with the community's vision for a growing and thriving Tacoma.
• Enhanced Project Notification Process
RESOLUTION NO. 40443

BY REQUEST OF MAYOR WOODARDS AND COUNCIL MEMBERS BEALE, HUNTER, AND USHKA

A RESOLUTION directing the City Manager to review the City’s current process for public engagement during construction projects in the City, and to provide an update and proposed recommendations relating to improving neighborhood engagement and protection standards for construction projects to the Infrastructure, Planning, and Sustainability Committee.

WHEREAS the City is experiencing rapid growth and development, which is critical to increasing housing options and spurring economic development, and

WHEREAS, as communities grow and change, there are impacts on local neighborhoods, and

WHEREAS some neighbors have expressed that their concerns about
City Staff’s Direction

- Review the City’s current processes for public engagement during construction projects
- Provide recommendations to improve neighborhood engagement and protection standards for construction projects
- Recommendations will go to the Infrastructure, Planning, and Sustainability Committee
Adjustments made based on feedback

- Project Contact Info
- Comment on Compliance
- Rendering not required
being a Good Neighbor